Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
This is the beast that won’t deliver what is expected!
But with some surgery it can be made to sound so much better!

JUNE 2022
IMPORTANT!

The Author has experienced a problem with later MS-12B circuit boards. Yaqin have
made changes which in some cases make the original instructions either void or difficult to
follow. It has been necessary to split these instructions into two parts; the first part (Page
4) for the original boards with hard wired power transformer connections. The second
part (Page 39) is based on boards marked MS-12B-1, dated 2014-4-2, with a 4 Pin
connector for the transformer. The Author has experienced a 4 Pin connector for the
transformer on the earlier type of boards with round 1 Amp rectifiers so beware!
He cannot vouch for even later boards, with apologies, but the Author only discovered
these changes whilst having a unit in for repair. This had suffered damage due to the LT
bridge rectifier burning out, taking the transformer with it. Why this happened is
unknown but Yaqin took the original 2,200uF (C16) filter capacitor and doubled it to
4,400uF (C121 & C127). Could this have been a contributory factor? They have also
uprated the rectifiers from 1A to 2A types and incorporated double side tracking that
removes the many original wire links.

Some History
Many years ago there was a British company called World Audio Design or WAD who manufactured various amplifiers as kits for
home construction. Unfortunately they ceased trading leaving a legacy of many happy customers with high performance products
using the highest quality components. The pricing was very good considering how much one has to pay for similar high end
equipment today, maybe they under-priced themselves but their disappearance has been sadly lamented to this day. Then came the
age of relatively cheap Chinese valve amplifiers, not just offering good performance, but they looked good too. Compare the
following photographs of a WAD amplifier and a Yaqin MC10L and you will see for yourself.

Because their kits were no longer available, the Author built a copy of the WAD Phono Amplifier into a small die-cast box and this
performed really well. Many solid state designs were tried later, some using the latest operational amplifiers but none came
anywhere near to the quality of this simple little RIAA box.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
The Author was initially keen to obtain and evaluate the Yaqin MS22B and one came his way as part of an amplifier deal. When he
replaced his home made effort with this lovely looking piece of kit, he was very disappointed at the sound it produced. Visitors
would plead with him to take it out of circuit and put his amp back into operation, was it that bad? Yes it really was!
So rather than put this amplifier away in a cupboard until its innards dried out, he decided to take a look at the circuit board with the
idea of transplanting the WAD circuit into it. This resulted in an on-line document called “Putting Life into the Yaqin MS22b”
which also encompassed the later MS23b. Soon owners of the MS12b, which uses the same RIAA circuitry, were asking if the
conversion could be done to that model too.
Well it can, but one should consider what you have to do, there are no doubt other ways of converting the circuitry but anyway, this
document shows what the Author did and why. The documentation has been written whilst a MS12b was converted for the first time
and thus there may be omissions or errors in the texts. It is offered in good faith and the author welcomes any comments or
suggestions that can make the conversion easier to do. As far as the author is concerned, he would rather convert ten MS22 or 23 in
preference to one MS12, the effort and concentration required is much greater but thankfully very little metal work operations are
required.
Are you experienced?
You may feel that the following work is too much for you but take heart, there are others who have successfully done the MS22/23b
conversions despite little knowledge of electronics or soldering. Soldering is a skill but it can easily be mastered by practicing on old
circuit boards and there are plenty of internet sites that show how to solder, cleanliness is the key, make sure your iron tip is clean
and well tinned. Avoid using lead free solder, get a small reel of 60/40 leaded flux solder and you will make good joints.
Tools
Apart from the usual screwdrivers, cutters and pliers, a Dremel with some attachments will be found most useful, the drill bit being
a 0.8mm PCB drill.

Some solder wick or solder sucker to remove unwanted solder from the circuit board is also required along with some heat shrink
tubing to cover component leads. If you don’t have a heat gun then being nifty with a cigarette lighter can give good results . Also
some fine abrasive paper or a fibre glass pen to clean away the Green solder resist from the track ready for soldering. A Multimeter
for pre-switch-on and safety checks and above all, be prepared to take your time to produce a good job.
The task looks daunting, but not if you take your time and re-check your work as you go. The rewards are most significant!
Early circuit boards had no component references; the original manufacturer’s schematic had to be redrawn with component
references added, followed by a schematic of the new scheme to show the changes. Later boards have component references printed
on them by Yaqin, not the same, so you should go to the second part of this document that uses them.
But first here are some Block Diagrams with which to simplify the circuitry of the MS12b.
Even if you do not intend to convert your MS12b, the circuit diagrams and layout pictures may be useful to keep as they are more
accurate than those on the internet and the individual parts are given component references.
Output Impedance?
The Author was asked this some time ago but the MS12b on his workbench was far from being a stock model but it had retained the
output circuit so should be reasonably close. It was measured by adjusting a variable load to pull the output down by -6dBV and
measuring the load resistance applied.
The 0.7V output was around 1.5k and the 0.25V output was around 3.75k.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
The original circuit

Only one channel shown, notice that the RIAA signals travel through two sets of Buffers, two isolating capacitors, and an unnecessary 11db (approximate) gain stage with undesired phase inversion. The power supply for the heaters gives approximately
22.5V and uses a dropper resistor to keep the 12AU7’s in control, not a very nice way of doing this. If a 12AU7 is unplugged with
the unit switched on then the other 12AU7 will get an uncomfortable rise in heater voltage.
The new circuit

The poor performing feedback RIAA circuit is dispensed with and the output from the passive filter circuit is fed to the single Buffer
via the relay. Only one isolating capacitor is in use and this applies also to the CD/DVD inputs.
The volume control is retained for the 11dB gain stage only as there may be situations where the input to this stage may need to be
attenuated. The volume control is not the best of quality and its omission from the RIAA circuit should bring additional benefit. All
tube heaters are fed from the 12V regulator, lifted by a diode to give 12.6V, as is also the relay and bistable circuit. The dissipation
in the regulator would be too much for its heat sink but as the 15 Ohm resistor is no longer required, it can be adjusted in value and
put to good use on the regulators input. The author found that a 7 Watt resistor of value 8R2 was a good replacement, reducing the
dissipation in the regulator which now runs cooler than before the changes.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B

PART 1 FOR EARLY CIRCUIT BOARDS.
Re-drawn ORIGINAL circuit with component references added by the Author.
Component references are missing from both the original circuit and the board itself and will be much needed in describing parts to
be removed or added. Additional components located in positions not immediately available on the board i.e. involving extra holes
and track cuts, are given letter references as in the MS22/23 information document, e.g. RAA for Left Channel and RBA for Right
channel.
.

Even if you decide not to convert the MS12b, the above circuit and following layout photographs may be useful should
you wish to fault find the stock unit.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
No component

identifiers by Yaqin, numbered by the Author for use in the conversion instructions.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Proposed circuit.
The only disadvantage from switching the B+ voltages are the very large pulses produced and subsequently
YOU MUST turn down the main amplifier volume control prior to pressing the RIAA or CD/DVD push buttons.
Note in the circuit below that parallel pairs RAF/RAG and RBF/RBG are now replaced by a single 14k3 resistor.
Also RAE and RBE have since been lowered to 165k to adjust for the 14k3 which when added together comes to 179.3k
which is close to the original value of 180k.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Electronic components you will need:
UK supplier
Nearest Equivalent
FARNELL
RS COMPONENTS
MOUSER
2
C6 & C24
100nF 400V Capacitor
755-4472
647- QXK2G104KTP
3106473
2
RAA & RBA 1k 0.25W Resistor (chosen for small size)
135-847
279-2-1623927-3
3547086
2
R2 & R13
1k2 1W Resistor
214-1153
71-CMF201K2000JNR6
3975258
2
R7 & R18
120k 1% 1W
214-1412
294-120K-RC
3619373
4
R8 & R19
1M 0.25W Resistor
136-058
279-CFR16J1M0
1563897
2
RAB & RBB
316k 1% 0.25W Resistor
683-3528
603-MFR-25FBF52-316K
9467238
2
RAC & RBC
39k2 1% 0.25W Resistor
754-5673
71-CMF5039K200FHEB
9467726
2
R10 & R22
330k 1W Resistor
214-1478
279-ROX1SJ330K
3547096
2
RAE &RBE
165k 1% 0.6W Resistor FARNELL
755-0971
71-CMF55165K00FHEB
9464786
2
R27 & R33
150k 1% 1W Resistor
214-1434
279-ROX1SJ150K
3975259
2
RAD & RBD
2k2 1W Resistor
214-1181
71-CPF12.2K2%T1
1886560
2
RAF & RBF
75k 0.25W Resistor
148-944
279-LR1F75K
9342230
2
RAG & RBG 18k 0.25W Resistor
683-2755
279-H4P18KFCA
9341447
NOTE: RAF/RAG AND RBF/RBG PARALLEL PAIRS MAY BE SWAPPED FOR SINGLE 14k3 RESISTORS AS BELOW.
2
RAF & RBF
14K3 0.5W
755-0903
9464573
2
R28 & R35
56k 1W
214-1377
603-RSF100JB-73-56K
1738610
2
R29 & R34
27k 1W
148-837
279-ROX1SJ27K
1565371
1
D2
1N4007 Diode (For heater voltage lift)
628-9546
625-1N4007E-E3/53
2306357
2
C5 & C23
8200pF 1% Silver Mica *
495-947
598-CD30FD822FO3F
1264903
2
C3 & C22
200pF 1% Silver Mica
744-1546
598-CD15FD201FO3F
2841772
CRICKLEWOOD
2
C9 & C10
3uF Poly Capacitor, audio grade, 400V
Alt: AUDYN Q4
CPW3u3
1
R40
8R2 7W Vishay RWM or equivalent
485-2647
9505229
Qty.

Ref.

Description

* Suggestions:
The present 8200pF ceramic capacitors may appear to be re-usable but they are of insufficient working voltage and should be
replaced with 350V minimum 1% types which will help match channels.
Needless to say, the Author has actually tried 5% Mica capacitors and the channel matching has been satisfactory, the WAD circuit
has proven to be so repeatable that you can be confident in obtaining a good RIAA characteristic even without test equipment to
verify.
Also you should change C9 and C10 output capacitors with high quality audio grade capacitors. The Author used 3u3F 400V
Audiophile MKT capacitors such as Ansar or Audyn Q4 because they were to hand and their small physical size and gauge of
connecting leads were easy to work with. Expensive Russian paper in oil capacitors have been tried with no detectable improvement
in sound and their size makes using them rather difficult so not recommended.
Whilst you are doing these changes, you will also add a diode (D2) to the heater regulator to give the heater voltage a lift of
approximately 0.7V and take it from 11.8V to the more ideal 12.6V.

HOWEVER! PLEASE CHECK THAT THE POWER INPUT IS REMOVED BEFORE STARTING!
Also take time to consider the fact that without a volume control attached to the RIAA circuitry, it will not be
possible to use the MS12 with separate mono-bloc amplifiers. However, it will still be possible to do this with
an outboard volume control in a separate enclosure and this would give the opportunity to use a stepped
attenuator or really high quality stereo control.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Taking apart.
You have to completely remove the circuit board to get totally free access to the components that require deletion and/or changing
but first you need to get into the Beast using a cross head screwdriver.
It is strongly advised to apply some wide sticky tape or kitchen towel across the top and sides of the transformer cover to prevent
any scratches that may be accidentally picked up during the conversion work.

Best to pull all the valves out now and place in a safe place.

Once all 19 of the cross head screws securing the cover have been removed, the cover should now lift away.
Now before commencing on the board, make sure the internal capacitors are fully discharged! These can be discharged by holding a
suitable low value resistor (one of your new 1k2 1W should do) across + and – of C13 for 20 seconds. Check with your Multimeter
switched to DC Volts that the capacitors are all but discharged.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Board Removal

Remove all six small silver cross head screws, undo all connectors, unsolder the transformers separate Black Ground connection and
unplug the transformer wires. Early units have the four transformer wires shown above on right hand side as Yellow/Yellow/Blue
and Blue. Unsolder these carefully as you will need to replace these connections later and a good reason for using some solder wick
to clean up the solder pads once the board has been lifted up and away. There are two Black Ground wires to be removed on the left
hand side, one being for the front panel and the other for the Ground Terminal, you can zoom on the above photo to see these. On
later units you only have to unsolder one Yellow/Green Ground wire. Be careful not to lose the small square insulating pad on top of
the regulator heat sink, this will need to be replaced onto the regulator heat sink at final re-assembly.
Before the major work is undertaken, the valve heater wiring and regulator can be re-configured. The intention is to run all four
valves from the regulator, using the present 15 Ohm 7W resistor, changed in value, as pre- ballast for the regulator.

The present Yellow wires are already
connected to Ground so all that has to be
done is to transfer the right hand Black wire
as shown, over to the same terminal occupied
by the other Black wire. This will free up the
pad for the new value 15 Ohm resistor.

Using a stout Black wire, connect the vacant 15
Ohm resistor pad to the output of the Bridge
rectifier, as shown. It is now only necessary to
cut the track (1) such that the Bridge rectifier is
only connected to the 15 Ohm resistor, via the
Black wire and does not connect to any other
part of the circuitry. Notice the extra two track
cuts that will now isolate the centre connection
of the Regulator (2) and heat sink (3), thus
allowing the new diode D2 to come into circuit.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Heater Diode.
The MS12b is gifted with a set of pads ready to accept a diode for lifting the 12V to a more acceptable 12.6V

Having completed the three track cuts, all you
have to do is insert a diode of the 1N400x
family into the ready-made position.
It is important to make sure the diode is round
the right way, the end with the silver band is
the Cathode and should be placed into the
hole shown. At the same time, remove the
existing 15 Ohm 7W resistor and replace with
the 8R2 7W resistor.
This is what you have achieved, this is the original circuit:

To this circuit, we have removed the iffy 12AU7 supplies, provided a better 12.5V for all valves and shifted some of the heat from
the regulator to the wire wound resistor. The heat sink must now be isolated so remember to check that the small square insulating
pad is replaced on its top at final re-assembly.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B

Preparing the EQ’s
The 8200pF EQ’s

Cut legs of the 8200pF capacitors (C5/C23) to approximately 10mm. Bend down the right hand leg of one and
the left hand leg of the other as shown. The author likes to apply a small 5mm length of 1.2mm heat shrink
tubing to the leg that is bent down as, when it is installed, it gives some protection to the wire from a nearby
fixing nut. Later, the bent leg on the Left capacitor will connect to Pin 7 of V1b whilst the Right capacitor
bent leg will connect to Pin 2 of V2a. Add the 39k2 resistors (RAC/RBC) and add some 1.2mm heat shrink
tubing to the uncut end of these resistors.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
Finally apply some 3.2mm heat shrink tubing to cover the resistors and their connection with the capacitors.

Put these aside for fitting when the board is refitted.
The 200pF EQ’s
Place resistors RAF (75k) and RAG (18k) in parallel, i.e. together side by side and trim as required. Then
apply some solder to the joints. Note that these can be replaced by a single 14k3 resistor.

Repeat the procedure with RBF (75k) and RBG (18k) or if you prefer a single 14k3 resistor.
Add these resistors in series with the 200pF capacitors C3 and C22.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
One leg of these capacitors is kept straight and cut to 10mm length. The other leg is also cut to 10mm but bent
down at 90 degrees. This end is soldered to the resistor(s) then covered overall with 3.2mm heat shrink tubing.
This is an old stock photograph, you can see how a single 14k3 resistor would make it look a lot neater.

Now also put these aside for fitting later when the board is refitted.
We now commence work on the printed circuit board which starts with removing all of the components that
are no longer required.
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The Electronic conversion. (See photo on Page 15 which shows parts to be removed)
On the Left Hand channel, remove components C6 (10nF), R3 (1k5 Ohms), C5a and C5b (100pF each), R2 (2k Ohms), R4 (680k
Ohms), C3, R5 (30k), C4 (2n2), R6 (1k Ohms), R8 (2M Ohms), R7 (100k Ohms), R11 (82k Ohms), R10 (100k Ohms), C7, C8 and
C9 all 1uF, Transistor TR1 and R27 (100k Ohms).
On the Right Hand channel, remove components C24 (10nF), R14 (1k5 Ohms), C23a and C23b (100pF each), R13 (2k Ohms), R15
(680k Ohms), C21, R16 (30k), C22 (2n2), R17 (1kOhms), R18 (100k Ohms), R19 (2M Ohms), R23 (82k Ohms), R22 (100k Ohms),
C25, C26 and C10 all 1uF, Transistor TR2 and R33 (100k Ohms).
Remove the Yellow link wire that skirts around V2.
Now remove the short wire link marked as either 5MM or 6MM, presently connected to Pin 1 of V2a,
You DO NOT want this!
Use some solder wick to clear all solder pads for re-use followed by a wash and scrub with Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) and a small
stubby brush. All the Purple starred components are no longer needed.
The photograph showing component placement has been moved to the following page such that a larger view can be produced in
portrait mode but should not be needed with later boards that have component identification.
Notice in the photographs on Page 15 or 16, that neither of the 12AU7 valve base skirts are secured in any way, they eventually
become quite loose and what is more, they are not connected to Ground for screening purposes. There is only one clear space on the
board for any fixtures so the author applies a 3.5mm drill here and part secures the base with a 5mm threaded stand-off similar to
that used by Yaqin. Be sure to add an insulating washer on the underside nut which will be used later to take a solder tag and allow
the base to be grounded.
Left Hand 12AU7
Right Hand 12AU7

The author rates this error in manufacturing design as even more serious than the heater dropper resistor used to supply the 12AU7
valves and wonders what on earth (no pun intended  ) Yaqin were thinking of.
Solder Tags for skirt grounding (V3 and V4), connected to centre spigot a shown.
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Parts to be removed shown by Asterisks.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
One thing to remember! When you are working on the printed circuit side of the board, the Left channel is on the Right Hand side as
you look at it! The Author has been caught out a few times by this.
Views of the actual circuit boards may differ due to production changes, particularly the change in Valve Holders and there could be
the addition of slots between valve Pins on later models. The board should now look something like this,
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Phono Amp stages

Where new parts are added, a letter system is used to avoid any confusion. Component references like RAA,
RAB, RAC etc. refer to the Left Channel whereas their counterparts on the Right channel will be called RBA,
RBB, RBC etc.
One thing to remember! When you are working on the printed circuit side of the board, the Left channel is on
the Right Hand side as you look at it! The Author has been caught out a few times by this 
Views of some of the circuit board operations will differ due to the fact that these have been copied from the
MS22 instruction leaflet. However, most of the MS12 RIAA circuit board is a copy of the MS22 and the
overall board pictures with component identifiers should be a good guide for component placement.
Some of the photos were taken at advanced stages to what is being described so ignore other components that
are not applicable to the work in hand.
The procedure for track cutting, drilling and component placement has been changed from previous issues, all
the cutting, drilling and component placement is all done in 3 set stages, i.e. all cleaning, cutting then drilling.
This is how the author now does the board rework as he found it better to complete each stage whilst tooling
was to hand.
Preparation before Track Cutting and Drilling a) De-solder Pin 2 and Pin 6 of V1.
b) De-solder Pin 1 and Pin 2 of V2
c) Remove all 3mm nuts and fibre washers from the valve holders.

1. CLEANING AWAY GREEN SOLDER RESIST.
RAA
Note that fixing nut and insulating washer have been
removed for better access. A large area as this will be
dissected later.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
RAB
Located on bend to the right of fixing nut
and also at far end of the pad that takes the
2M resistor and Capacitor.

RAE
There is only one area requiring preparation (for
RAE) and this is at V1 Pin 6. The other end of RAE
will make use of the old transistor V3 Base pad.

RAD
To the right of Pin 8 and to the left of
the 10mm ground link.

RBA
Just one long area. NOTE: Nut and Washer
removed to assist in the work.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
RBB

RBD

At Pin 2 of V2 and left hand side of the track
Connecting to the 2M resistor and capacitor.
NOTE: Nut and Washer removed to assist in
the work.

Pin 3 of V2 and bottom end of 12.5mm link
(Highlighted by *)

RBE
Pad of Pin 1 of V2 (Highlighted by *)
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B

2. TRACK CUTTING ASSOCIATED WITH THE PREVIOUS AREAS.
RAA
Important: Leave track connected to the 47k Resistor.
Only isolate the valve Pin.

RAB

RAE
Track cut shown by Yellow arrow

RAD

RBA
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
RBB
Track cuts shown by Yellow arrow

RBD

LAST TRACK CUT
RBE
One cut above the fixing nut position.

3. TRACK DRILLING
RAA

RAB
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
RAE
RAD

RBA

Only one area requiring drilling and this
is at V1 Pin 6.

RBB

RBD

RBE

Pin 3 of V2 and bottom end of 12.5mm link

Pin 1 of V2
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4. NOW WE ADD COMPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DRILLED LOCATIONS.
At V2 Pin 1 pad, add the insulated link wire to connect to V2 Pin 1 (where the 6mm link was removed) and
the other end to C10A (end not connected to C10B). Just use a solder tack at Pin 1 to hold wire as another
component (RBE) is destined to be located here later in the hole you drilled for it.

MOUNTING OF RAA 1k 0.125W

RBA
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MOUNTING OF RAB 316k 1%

RBB? NOT YET!
This resistor will be piggy backed over
RBE as we shall see later!

RAD
MOUNTING OF RAD 2k2 1W (Red/Red/Red)

RBD

Note how RBD 2k2 is mounted, the long bare lead
may be covered with thin sleeving if desired.
RAE

Ignore RAE shown as 180k, old photograph.

Note how RAE 165k is mounted, the long
bare lead (at high voltage) should be covered
with thin sleeving.
IMPORTANT Fit a reversed board Pin at the
capacitor hole 101/50V that is linked to the
RAE connection at the old transistor V3 Base
pad. This will provide a connection to Pin 2 of
the extra buffer valve and the RAF/RAG/C3
EQ network later. Also fit a reversed board
Pin at transistor V4 Base pad. This is the pad
closest to the valve fixing nut. This will
provide a connection to Pin 7 of the extra
buffer valve and the RBF/RBG/C22 EQ
network later.
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MOUNTING OF RBE 165k
Ignore it as 180k, old photograph.

NOW PIGGY BACK RBB 316k
KEEP A TINY AIR GAP BETWEEN THE
TWO RESISTORS RBE AND RBB.

The task gets easier now with the fitting of components in the holes vacated when the old components
were removed.
Insert a 100nF capacitor at C6 and C24 positions (board marked as 0.01u).

Insert a 1M Resistor at R8 and R19 positions (board marked as 2M).
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Insert a 330k Ohm 1W resistor at R10 and R22 positions (board marked as 100k, there are three pairs of 100k
resistors on the board so get the right one as shown).

Insert a 120k Ohm 1W resistor at R7 and R18 positions (second pair on board marked as 100k).

Insert a 150k Ohm 1W resistor at R27 and R33 positions (last pair on board marked as 100k).
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Insert 1k2 1W resistor at R2 and R13 positions (board marked as 2k).

Fit new output capacitors at C9 and C10 positions.

Ok So some of the photos did not quite fit as they were for the MS22 and MS23, showing component
references that are not present on the MS12b circuit board.
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LEFT CHANNEL

RIGHT CHANNEL
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Another view of the board, so far.
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Making a coupler
As the relay is being removed from the input circuit, it is necessary to route the signals from the CD/DVD
RCA Jacks straight to the Volume control. This is best achieved using a coupler to link the sockets XS1 to
XS5, their mating plugs which are resident at the relay, should be carefully removed. These can now be mated
back to back to form a coupler, notice they have a plain side and a side with locking slots. All you have to
ensure is that the locking slot side of one mates with the smooth side of the other as shown.

After which a small piece
of tape or heat shrink
sleeve can be applied to
provide insulation.

Isolating the Relay and final Buffers
This is a very important task as the relay will now be required to switch signals which have a high voltage
applied to them, in effect steering the outputs of V1b, V3a, V4a and V2a Anodes (Plates) to the final buffers
V3b and V4b.
V3b The Grid (Pin 7) is presently connected to its Anode (Pin 1) via a track which must be broken. The
author removed 8mm of the track that runs parallel to the rear edge of the board.
V4a This Grid (Pin 2) is presently connected to its Anode (Pin 6) via a link which must be removed.

Removing the XS1 and XS5 plugs in a previous step has effectively isolated Pins 4, 8, 9 and 13 of the relay,
leaving Pins 6 and 11 to be dealt with.
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However, Pin 6 is already isolated so only Pin 11 remains.

If you follow the track from Pin 11 you will see it goes to a wire link marked on the board 7.5mm.
Removal of this link will provide the necessary isolation of Pin 11.
Six linking wires now have to be installed to connect the valve electrodes as required, the links can be either
run across the print side of the board or if preferred on the component side but a hole will have to be drilled in
some cases.
Wire 1 – V3 Pin 7 to relay contact number 4. If wiring above board, use XL5 L and drill hole in pad (now
isolated) at V3 Pin 7.
Wire 2 – V4 Pin 2 to relay contact number 13. If wiring above board, use XL5 R and the hole, that
previously had the 5mm link, which will allow connection to V4 Pin 2.
Wire 3 – V3 Pin 1 to relay contact number 8. If wiring above board, use XL1 Pin 1 and drill hole in pad
of V3 Pin 1 which also has R26 connected to it.
Wire 4 – V4 Pin 6 to relay contact number 9. If wiring above board, use XL1 Pin 4 and the other hole that
previously had the 5mm link, this will allow connection to V4 Pin 6 which also has R32
connected to it.
Wire 5 – RAE to relay contact number 6. If wiring above board, use old C5b empty pad (that connects to
TR1 base and RAE) and the large dual hole pad that took one end of C8 and which connects
to Pin 6 of the relay.
Wire 6 – Remove the 7.5mm link that is connected to the track leading to relay Pin 11
Connect RBE to relay contact number 11. If wiring above board, use old TR2 base pad (that
connects to RBE) and the hole vacated by the 7.5mm link going to Pin 11 of the relay.
The following page has a photograph that shows the positions adopted by the author.
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Relay wiring above board.

At the OUTPUT RCA Jacks, it is necessary to remove the two screws holding the resistor board in place so
that the 12k resistors R28 and R35 can be replaced with 56k 1W types. Also the 5k1 resistors R29 and R34
are replaced with 27k 0.5W resistors. This removes some of the loading from the 12AU7 which previously ran
out of steam at the lower frequencies below 200Hz. The output impedance at the 0.25V RCA jacks will have
increased but the ratio of 0.7V and 0.25V retained.
You are almost there! All you need to do now is refit the board (Don’t forget the silver switch push buttons if
these have been removed), the LED plugs and transformer wires to the board not forgetting the 3 Black
Ground wires. Just another reminder, before you offer board to the chassis, ensure that the little
insulating pad is positioned on top of the heater regulator heat sink. Check you have replaced the four
fixing nuts and fibre washers around V1 and V2.
To assist in reconnecting the transformer wires, the author soldered fine wires to them to act as a pull-through
to guide the wires through the board pads.
Board in place, now is the time to solder the EQ’s into circuit before reconnecting the interfacing plugs.
Although the photographs show the positions the author used for mounting the EQ networks, you can choose
to use alternative Ground points for them if you choose.
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First to go in are the 200pF networks, the author soldered the capacitor ends to the relay contacts, one of
which can be seen to have a spare pad which was duly used. It does not matter which way round the networks
are fitted. The left channel C3/RAF/RAG go between relay Pin 6 and Ground track, the right channel
C22/RBF/RBG go to relay Pin 11 and the Ground track.

Left Channel 8200pF network, soldered between V1 Pin 7 and the Ground near the connector.
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Right Channel 8200pF network, soldered between V2 Pin 2 and a local Ground point.

Finished and the bottom cover can be temporarily fitted with a couple of screws, well you don’t want to have
to remove all 19 again if you discover a problem!
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TESTING: Just a reminder - valve Pins are numbered 1 to 9 clockwise looking from UNDERNEATH. If
you are looking INTO the socket where the valve actually goes, then you have to count the Pins in an anticlockwise direction, Pin 1 in this case being the first Pin after the gap.
It helps to do the measurements, if you make up some special leads for locating into the small holes of the
valve sockets.

If the unit has been powered up at all then verify that the HT rail is fully discharged before carrying
out the following tests. This can be verified using Pin 1 and/or Pin 6 of the new valve V3 and the
GROUND Terminal.
These can be discharged, as described earlier, by holding a 1k2 1W resistor between the charged valve holder
Pin and either chassis or GROUND terminal for 20 seconds. Check with your Multimeter switched to DC
Volts that the capacitors are all but discharged. If you have a spare 330k 1W resistor then this can be fitted
across these points as a permanently discharge circuit.
The following tests are also condensed as a quick check list in a following table form, resistance tests are to
+/-5% tolerance.
HT Checks:
a) Connect the Multimeter between V3 Pin 6 and V3 Pin 1, to be 30k Ohms. (Checks R26)
b) Connect the Multimeter between V3 Pin 6 and V1 Pin 1, to be 167k Ohms. (Checks R7 and R9)
c) Connect the Multimeter between V3 Pin 6 and V1 Pin 6, to be 377k Ohms. (Checks R10 and R9)
d) Connect the Multimeter to V4 Pin 1 and V4 Pin 6, to be 30k Ohms. (Checks R32)
e) Connect the Multimeter to V4 Pin 1 and V2 Pin 6, to be 167k Ohms. (Checks R18 and R21)
f) Connect the Multimeter to V4 Pin 1 and V2 Pin 1, to be 377k Ohms. (Checks R22 and R21)
Signal input checks:
a) Connect the Multimeter between the L/H Phono Input and V1 Pin 2, to be 1k Ohms. (Checks RAA)
b) Connect the Multimeter between the R/H Phono Input and V2 Pin 7, to be 1k Ohms. (Checks RBA)
Ground Checks:
Connect the Multimeter between the rear panel GROUND terminal and the following points.
a) L/H Phono Input to be 47k Ohms. (Checks R1)
b) R/H Phono Input to be 47k Ohms. (Checks R12)
c) V1 Pin 3 to be approximately 1k2 Ohms. (Checks R2)
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d) V1 Pin 7 to be approximately 1316k Ohms. (Checks R8 and RAB)
e) V1 Pin 8 to be approximately 2k2 Ohms. (Checks RAD)
f) V3 Pin 8 to be approximately 150k Ohms. (Checks R27)
g) V3 Pin 3 to be approximately 4k3k Ohms. (Checks R25)
h) V3 Pin 2 to be approximately 45k (Volume at Max and dependent on quality of potentiometer) and
10 Ohms (Volume at Min), (Checks R24, RV1a and associated wiring)
i) V4 Pin 3 to be approximately 150k Ohms. (Checks R33)
j) V4 Pin 8 to be approximately 4k3k Ohms. (Checks R31)
k) V4 Pin 7 to be approximately 45k (Volume at Max and dependent on quality of potentiometer) and
10 Ohms (Volume at Min), (Checks R30, RV1b and associated wiring)
l) V2 Pin 8 to be approximately 1k2 Ohms. (Checks R13)
m) V2 Pin 2 to be approximately 1316k Ohms. (Checks R19 and RBB)
n) V2 Pin 3 to be approximately 2k2 Ohms. (Checks RBD)
Valve interconnects:
a) V1 Pin 6 to V3 Pin 7 to be approximately 180k Ohms (165k if the new value has been fitted).
(Checks RAE and RIAA relay contacts 4 & 6)
b) Connect the Multimeter to V4 Pin 2 and measure to V2 Pin 1 to be approximately 180k Ohms (165k if the
new value has been fitted). (Checks RBE and RIAA relay contacts 11 & 13)
c) A resistance test between V3 Pin 6 and V4 Pin 1 should show a virtual short circuit and proves that both
halves of the valve are connected to the B+ (HT) line. It might be prudent at this point to do a quick check
between these two valve Pins and Ground to check that no short circuit exists.
Output Pad (Approximately -10.5dB):
a) Left Output 0.77V to 0.25V to be 56k Ohms.
b) Left Output 0.25V to Ground to be 27k Ohms.
c) Right Output 0.77V to 0.25V to be 56k Ohms.
d) Right Output 0.25V to Ground to be 27k Ohms.
Some Test Results:Output Attenuators:
Adjusting input to give 0.7V at 0.7V Output, gives 0.23V at 0.25V Output, on both channels.
Sensitivity on RIAA:Left 43dB and Right 43.8dB, difference changed to 43dB and 43.1dB by swapping V1 and V2.
CD/DVD Input:
Both channels provide 10dB Gain with volume control at maximum.
Output Impedance of new Attenuator Circuit:
Left 0.7V is 1k91 and Right 0.7V is 1k81.
Both Left and Right 0.25V measure as 18k.
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CHECK LIST IN TABLE FORM
Min Value
Max Value Actual Value
Test point (HT Checks)
a) V3 Pin 6 to V3 Pin 1
28.5k
31.5k
b) V3 Pin 6 to V1 Pin 1
158.6k
175.3k
c) V3 Pin 6 to V1 Pin 6
369.4k
384.5k
d) V4 Pin 1 to V4 Pin 6
28.5k
31.5k
e) V4 Pin 1 to V2 Pin 6
158.6k
175.3k
f) V4 Pin 1 to V2 Pin 1
369.4k
384.5k
Test point (Signal Input Checks)
a) LEFT Phono Input to V1 Pin 2
950
1050
b) RIGHT Phono Input to V2 Pin 7
950
1050
Test point (Ground Checks)
a) LEFT Phono Input to Ground
44.65k
49.35k
b) RIGHT Phono Input to Ground
44.65k
49.35k
c) V1 Pin 3 to Ground
1.140k
1.260k
d) V1 Pin 7 to Ground
1250.2k
1381.8k
e) V1 Pin 8 to Ground
2.090k
2.310k
f) V3 Pin 8 to Ground
142.5k
157.5k
g) V3 Pin 3 to Ground
4.085k
4.515k
h) V3 Pin 2 to Ground (Vol at Max)
* 38.8k
* 49.9k
V3 Pin 2 to Ground (Vol at Min)
0 Ohms
10 Ohms
i) V4 Pin 3 to Ground
142.5k
157.5k
j) V4 Pin 8 to Ground
4.085k
4.515k
k) V4 Pin 7 to Ground (Vol at Max)
* 38.8k
* 49.9k
V4 Pin 7 to Ground (Vol at Min)
0 Ohms
10 Ohms
l) V2 Pin 8 to Ground
1.140k
1.260k
m) V2 Pin 2 to Ground
1250.2k
1381.8k
n) V2 Pin 3 to Ground
2.090k
2.310k
Test point (Valve Interconnects) ** NOTE: 156.75k TO 173.25k IF USING 165k
a V1 Pin 6 to V3 Pin 7
171k **
189k **
b) V2 Pin 1 to V4 Pin 2
171k **
189k **
c) V4 Pin 1 and V3 Pin 6
0 Ohms
0.2 Ohms
Test point (Output Pad)
a) Left Output 0.77V to 0.2V
54.88k
57.12k
b) Left Output 0.2V to Ground
26.46k
27.54k
c) Right Output 0.77V to 0.2V
54.88k
57.12k
d) Right Output 0.2V to Ground
26.46k
27.54k
*Varies due to quality of potentiometer.
AS WITH ALL WORK CARRIED OUT ON CLASS 1 EQUIPMENT, CARRY OUT AN
INSTRUMENT PAT TEST OR EQUIVALENT ON THE POWER CONNECTOR. CHECK FOR A
GOOD ALL ROUND EARTH BOND NOT GREATER THAN 100 milli-Ohms AND INSULATION
NOT LESS THAN 100Meg Ohms AT 500V.
It is suggested that the bottom cover is only temporarily fitted with a couple of screws until after full operation
of the Relay and CD/DVD preamp circuit has been confirmed. If all tests are OK then you can fully fit the
bottom cover into place.
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VERY IMPORTANT!
If the supplied Yaqin power cable has a plug with a sleeved Earth Pin, or a fuse that is not clearly seen, it is
unsafe and illegal, cut it up and dispose of it. This really is a fire starter as it contains no fuse at all; the wire
colours do not comply with UK legislation and worse still, the Live and Neutral connections have been found
reversed inside the Plug. The wire thickness is about 3 Amp, without the fuse think what a UK 30 Amp ring
main will do to this!

DO NOT
USE!
Fit a new IEC cable and Plug, fused at 3 Amps though 5 will be acceptable.

And that’s it apart from a good session with your favourite vinyl to discover the magic
that is now there!

Just to repeat the earlier warning – due to the new circuit switching
High Voltages
YOU MUST turn down the main amplifier volume control prior
to pressing the RIAA or CD/DVD push buttons.

Happy Listening…. Lez at ntlworld dot com
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PART 2 FOR LATER CIRCUIT BOARDS.
Re-drawn ORIGINAL circuit with Yaqin component references and circled changes from early versions.
Component references are printed on the board itself and will be much needed in describing parts to be removed or added.
Note that the 20k resistor associated with VT103 has no ident on the board and changes from the early boards are ringed in Red.
Also note that Yaqin have incorrectly marked on the PCB that R139 and R141 are 10k when in fact they are 2k2.
Additional components to be added are located in positions not immediately available on the board i.e. involving extra holes and
track cuts, are given letter references as in the MS22/23 information document, e.g. RAA for Left Channel and RBA for Right
channel. The work is further complicated by the use of a double sided board which was obviously meant to remove the multitude of
wire links but makes conversion a little more difficult.

Even if you decide not to convert the MS12b, the above circuit and following layout photographs may be useful should
you wish to fault find the stock unit.
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Later units with Yaqin component reference locations.
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Proposed circuit.
The only disadvantage from switching the B+ voltages are the very large pulses produced and subsequently YOU MUST turn down
the main amplifier volume control prior to pressing the RIAA or CD/DVD push buttons.
Note in the circuit below that parallel pairs RAF/RAG and RBF/RBG can be replaced by a single 14k3 resistor.
Also RAE and RBE have since been lowered to 165k to adjust for the 14k3 which when added together comes to 179.3k which is
close to the original value of 180k.
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Electronic components you will need:
UK supplier
Nearest Equivalent
RS COMPONENTS
MOUSER
2
C102 & C103
100nF 400V Capacitor
755-4472
647- QXK2G104KTP
2
RAA & RBA
1k 0.25W Resistor (chosen for size)
135-847
279-2-1623927-3
2
R111 & R137
1k2 1W Resistor
214-1153
71-CMF201K2000JNR6
2
R130 & R134
120k 1% 1W
214-1412
294-120K-RC
4
R108 & R116
1M 0.25W Resistor
136-058
279-CFR16J1M0
2
RAB & RBB
316k 1% 0.25W Resistor
683-3528
603-MFR-25FBF52-316K
2
RAC & RBC
39k2 1% 0.25W Resistor
754-5673
71-CMF5039K200FHEB
2
R112 & R120
330k 1W Resistor
214-1478
279-ROX1SJ330K
2
RAE &RBE
165k 1% 0.6W Resistor FARNELL
755-0971
71-CMF55165K00FHEB
NOTE: RAE and RBE (180k) HAVE BEEN REPLACED WITH A SINGLE 165K RESISTOR.
2
R128 & R133
150k 1% 1W Resistor
214-1434
279-ROX1SJ150K
2
RAD & RBD
2k2 1W Resistor
214-1181
71-CPF12.2K2%T1
2
RAF & RBF
75k 0.25W Resistor
148-944
279-LR1F75K
2
RAG & RBG
18k 0.25W Resistor
683-2755
279-H4P18KFCA
NOTE: RAF/RAG AND RBF/RBG PARALLEL PAIRS MAY BE SWAPPED FOR SINGLE 14k3 RESISTORS.
2
RAF & RBF
14K3 0.5W
755-0903
2
R404 & R401
56k 1W
214-1377
279-ROX1SJ56K
2
R403 & R402
27k 1W
148-837
279-ROX1SJ27K
1
D2
1N4007 Diode (For heater voltage lift)
628-9546
512-1N4007
2
C117 & C120
8200pF 1% Silver Mica *
495-947
598-CD30FD822FO3F
2
C116 & C115
200pF 1% Silver Mica
744-1546
598-CD15FD201FO3F
CRICKLEWOOD
2
C105 & C108
3uF Poly Capacitor, audio grade, 400V
Alt: AUDYN Q4
CPW3u3
1
R142
8R2 7W Vishay RWM or equivalent
485-2647
Qty.

Ref.

Description

FARNELL
3106473
3547086
3975258
3619373
1563897
9467238
9467726
3547096
9464786
3975259
1886560
9342230
9341447
9464573
1738610
1565371
2306357
1264903
2841772

9505229

* Suggestions:
The present 8200pF ceramic capacitors may appear to be re-usable but they are of insufficient working voltage and should be
replaced with 350V minimum 1% types which will help match channels.
Needless to say, the Author has actually tried 5% Mica capacitors and the channel matching has been satisfactory, the WAD circuit
has proven to be so repeatable that you can be confident in obtaining a good RIAA characteristic even without test equipment to
verify.
Also you should change C105 and C108 output capacitors with high quality audio grade capacitors. The Author used 3u3F 400V
Audiophile MKT capacitors such as Ansar or Audyn Q4 because they were to hand and their small physical size and gauge of
connecting leads were easy to work with. Expensive Russian paper in oil capacitors have been tried with no detectable improvement
in sound and their size makes using them rather difficult so not recommended.
Whilst you are doing these changes, you will also add a diode (D2) to the heater regulator to give the heater voltage a lift of
approximately 0.7V and take it from 11.8V to the more ideal 12.6V.

HOWEVER! PLEASE CHECK THAT THE POWER INPUT IS REMOVED BEFORE STARTING!
Also take time to consider the fact that without a volume control attached to the RIAA circuitry, it will not be
possible to use the MS12 with separate mono-bloc amplifiers. However, it will still be possible to do this with
an outboard volume control in a separate enclosure and this would give the opportunity to use a stepped
attenuator or really high quality stereo control.
Safety Ground Tag!
On the later MS-12B the Author looked at, he noticed that the power input Ground wire was connected to the
metalwork using one of the transformer cover screws; this is not the way to do it! The Author recommends
that a new 4mm hole is drilled on the chassis inside the transformer cover. Clean any anodising from around
this new hole and refit the Earth Tag coming from the Power Input Plug with 4mm hardware including an
external star locking washer to provide a dedicated safety Ground point.
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Taking apart.
You have to completely remove the circuit board to get totally free access to the components that require deletion and/or changing
but first you need to get into the Beast using a cross head screwdriver.
It is strongly advised to apply some wide sticky tape or kitchen towel across the top and sides of the transformer cover to prevent
any scratches that may be accidentally picked up during the conversion work.

Best to pull all the valves out now and place in a safe place.

Once all 19 of the cross head screws securing the cover have been removed, the cover should now lift away.
Now before commencing on the board, make sure the internal capacitors are fully discharged! These can be discharged by holding a
suitable low value resistor (one of your new 1k2 1W should do) across + and – of C124 for 20 seconds. Check with your Multimeter
switched to DC Volts that the capacitors are all but discharged.

Note that the wire colours presented here
are those connected to the 4 Pin plug not
found on earlier MS-12’s.
The colours may be different and on one
unit the Yellow wires were in fact White
(B+ HT supply) and the Blue wires were
Yellow (LT Regulator supply).
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Board Removal

Remove all six small silver cross head screws, undo all connectors, unsolder the transformers separate Black Ground connection and
unplug the 4 Pin connector that carries the transformer wires. There are two Black Ground wires to be removed on the left hand
side, one being for the front panel and the other for the Ground Terminal, you can zoom on the above photo to see these. On later
units you only have to unsolder one Yellow/Green Ground wire.
Before the major work is undertaken, the valve heater wiring and regulator can be re-configured. The intention is to run all four
valves from the regulator, using the present 15 Ohm 7W resistor, changed in value to 8R2, as pre- ballast for the regulator.

The present Yellow wires are already connected to
Ground so all that has to be done is to transfer the right
hand Black wire as shown. On some units this wire may
be a different colour like Orange.
Transfer it over to the same terminal occupied by the
other Black (or Orange) wire. This will free up the pad
for the new value 15 Ohm resistor, now to be 8R2.

Using a stout Black wire, connect the vacant 15 Ohm
resistor pad to the output of the Bridge rectifier, as
shown. It is now only necessary to cut the track (1) such
that the Bridge rectifier is only connected to the 15
Ohm resistor, via the Black wire and does not connect
to any other part of the circuitry. Notice the extra two
track cuts that will now isolate the centre connection of
the Regulator (2) and heat sink (3), thus allowing the
new diode D2 to come into circuit.
OK These are the photos for the earlier boards with
circular rectifiers but the tracking changes are
almost the same, just make sure the new link wire
goes to both positive ends of C121 and C127 as one
of these will otherwise be isolated by track cut 1.
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Heater Diode.
The MS12b is gifted with a set of pads ready to accept a diode for lifting the 12V to a more acceptable 12.6V

Having completed the three track cuts, all you
have to do is insert a diode of the 1N400x
family into the ready-made position.
It is important to make sure the diode is round
the right way, the end with the silver band is
the Cathode and should be placed into the
hole shown. At the same time, remove the
existing 15 Ohm 7W resistor and replace with
the 8R2 7W resistor.
This is what you have achieved, this is the original circuit:

To this circuit, we have removed the iffy 12AU7 supplies, provided a better 12.5V for all valves and shifted some of the heat from
the regulator to the wire wound resistor. The heat sink must now be isolated so remember to check that the small square insulating
pad is replaced on its top at final re-assembly.
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Preparing the EQ’s
The 8200pF EQ’s

Cut legs of the 8200pF capacitors (C117/C120) to approximately 10mm. Bend down the right hand leg of one
and the left hand leg of the other as shown. The author likes to apply a small 5mm length of 1.2mm heat
shrink tubing to the leg that is bent down as, when it is installed, it gives some protection to the wire from a
nearby fixing nut. Later, the bent leg on the Left capacitor will connect to Pin 2 of Q103 whilst the Right
capacitor bent leg will connect to Pin 7 of Q102. Add the 39k2 resistors (RAC/RBC) and add some 1.2mm
heat shrink tubing to the uncut end of these resistors.
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Finally apply some 3.2mm heat shrink tubing to cover the resistors and their connection with the capacitors.

Put these aside for fitting when the board is refitted.
The 200pF EQ’s
Place resistors RAF (75k) and RAG (18k) in parallel, i.e. together side by side and trim as required. Then
apply some solder to the joints. Note that these can be replaced by a single 14k3 resistor.

Repeat procedure with RBF (75k) and RBG (18k).
Add these resistor networks in series with the 200pF capacitors C116 and C115.
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One leg of these capacitors is kept straight and cut to 10mm length. The other leg is also cut to 10mm but bent
down at 90 degrees. This end is soldered to the resistor network and then covered, along with the resistors,
with 3.2mm heat shrink tubing. This is an old stock photograph; you can see how a single 14k3 resistor would
make it look a lot neater.

Now also put these aside for fitting later when the board is refitted.
We now commence work on the printed circuit board which starts with removing all of the components that
are no longer required.
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The Electronic conversion.
On the Left Hand channel, remove components C102 (10nF), R121 (1k5 Ohms), C116 (200pF), R111 (2k
Ohms ), R124 (680k Ohms), C117 (8n2), R125 (30k), C118 (2n2), R119 (1k Ohms ), R108 (2M Ohms ),
R130 (100k Ohms), R122 (82k Ohms), R112 (100k Ohms), C106, C107 and C108 all 1uF, Transistor V101)
and R128 (100k Ohms ).
On the Right Hand channel, remove components C103 (10nF), R114 (1k5 Ohms), C115 (200pF), R137 (2k
Ohms), R131 (680k Ohms), C120 (8n2), R123(30k), C119 (2n2), R135 (1kOhms), R134(100k Ohms), R116
(2M Ohms), R132 (82k Ohms), R120 (100k Ohms), C110, C109 and C105 all 1uF, Transistor V102 and R133
(100k Ohms).
There are no Yellow link wires or any small link wires to remove like the earlier boards. However these
links have been replaced by circuit board traces and will have to be isolated in their own way.
Use some solder wick to clear all solder pads for re-use followed by a wash and scrub with Isopropyl Alcohol
(IPA) and a small stubby brush. All the Purple starred components are no longer needed.
The photograph showing the components for removal has been moved to the following page such that a larger
view can be produced in portrait mode.
Notice in the photographs on Page 15 or 16 that neither of the 12AU7 valve base skirts is secured in any way.
Yaqin appear to have addressed this problem with the later boards sporting stand-off mountings for these
skirts. They are however still isolated from Ground and thus not connected for screening purposes. The fixing
nuts have an isolating washer so it is fairly easy to fit a solder tag between nut and washer on the underside
and wire it to the central Ground spigot of the holder.
Solder Tags for skirt grounding (Q101 and Q104), connected to centre spigot a shown.
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Purple starred components for removal
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One thing to remember! When you are working on the printed circuit side of the board, the Left channel is on the Right Hand side as
you look at it! The Author has been caught out a few times by this.
Views of the actual circuit boards may differ due to production changes, particularly the change in Valve Holders and there could be
the addition of slots between valve Pins on later models. The board should now look something like this,
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Phono Amp stages

References will still point to the new Yaqin component numbers but where new parts are added, a letter
system is used to avoid any confusion. Component references like RAA, RAB, RAC etc. refer to the Left
Channel whereas their counterparts on the Right channel will be called RBA, RBB, RBC etc.
One thing to remember! When you are working on the printed circuit side of the board, the Left channel is on
the Right Hand side as you look at it! The Author has been caught out a few times by this 
Views of some of the circuit board operations will differ due to the fact that these have been copied from the
early MS12 instructions. However, where there is too much visual disagreement it is hoped to include new
photographs.
The procedure for track cutting, drilling and component placement has been changed from previous issues, all
the cutting, drilling and component placement is all done in 3 set stages, i.e. all cleaning, cutting, then drilling.
This is how the author now does the board rework as he found it better to complete each stage whilst tooling
was to hand.
Preparation before Track Cutting and Drilling a) De-solder Pin 2 and Pin 6 of Q102.
b) De-solder Pin 2 of Q103
c) Remove all 3mm nuts and fibre washers from Q102 and Q103 valve holders.

CLEANING AWAY GREEN SOLDER RESIST.
RAA
Note that fixing nut and insulating washer have been removed for better access.
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RAB

RAD

Located on bend to the right of fixing nut
and also at far end the large pad that takes
the 2M resistor R108 and Capacitor C102.

RAE
There is only one area requiring preparation (for
RAE) and this is at Q102 Pin 6. The other end of
RAE will make use of the old C107 pad that
connects to the relay Pin 6.

Top-side of board, as close to Pin 8 as possible.
The other end to be central to the pads for C102.

RBA
On final straight piece of track leading to Pin 7
of Q103, this is to avoid a clash with track on
opposite side. NOTE: Nut and Washer removed
to assist in the work.
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RBD

RBB
At Pin 2 of Q103 and left hand side of the track
connecting to the 2M resistor R116 and
capacitor C103.
NOTE: Nut and Washer removed to assist in
the work.

Pin 3 of Q103 needs to be removed from Ground and
RBD inserted. These later boards are double sided
and Pin 3 connects to Ground via the track feeding
the redundant R132 fed by the feed through in
Yellow circle. All you need to do is remove the
solder from this feed through (as shown) so that one
leg of RBD can make use of it later.

RBE
Track from C109 to Relay Pin 11, other end of RBE will fit into C115 (Left pad in photo)
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TRACK CUTTING ASSOCIATED WITH THE PREVIOUS AREAS.
RAA
Important: Leave track connected to the 47k Resistor. Only isolate the valve Pin.

RAB

RAE

RAD

RBA

No Track cut required for RAE
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RBB

RBD
Dissects R132 from previously de-soldered
feed through, RBD will be fitted later between
these two pads.

LAST TRACK CUT
RBE
No Track cut required for RBE

TRACK DRILLING
RAA

RAB
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RAD
It is important to drill as close to Pin 8 of Q102
and in the central part of the Ground track close
to C102 as shown.
There are tracks underneath which are not
compatible with the top tracks!
How was this discovered?
See the heavily doctored photograph  .
The Author hopes that by passing on his
mistakes then you will be a lot wiser.

RAE

Bit of a weird one is this; you
have to put another hole
alongside the present one as
arrowed. This means that when
RAE is fitted, it is necessary to
fit R112 at the same time. In fact
R112 has to go to the new hole
you have made; RAE will make
use of the hole already provided
for R112. This is to allow a
neater look as both resistors will
sit side by side.
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RBA

RBB

RBE
Track leading to Relay Pin 11
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NOW WE ADD COMPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DRILLED LOCATIONS.
MOUNTING OF RAA 1k 0.125W

RBA 1k 0.125W

RBB 316k 1%
MOUNTING OF RAB 316k 1%

As RAB is soldered on the top-side of the board, make sure
the wire ends are clipped flush to the board underneath.
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RAD
MOUNTING OF RAD 2k2 1W

RBD

As RAD is soldered on the top-side of the board,
make sure the wire ends are clipped flush to the
board underneath.
RAE

Note how RAE 165k is mounted.
Shown here in this early photograph
as 180k, the long bare lead (at high
voltage) should be covered with thin
sleeving.
R112 (330k) is mounted at the same
time for convenience.
By choosing this pad of C107 as a
location for RAE, it follows that this
will connect RAE to the Relay Pin 6.
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MOUNTING OF RBE 165k

(NOTE: R120 can be fitted at the same time as shown)

By choosing this pad of C109 as a location for RBE, it follows that this will connect RBE to the Relay Pin 11.
Again RBE is shown here in this early photograph as 180k, it is now 165k.
 The solder joints look awful.  It is just a trick of light on the camera phone, they are fine. 

The task gets easier now with the fitting of components in the holes vacated where the
old components were removed.
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Insert a 100nF capacitor at C102 and C103 positions (board marked as 0.01u).

Insert a 1M Resistor at R108 and R116 positions (board marked as 2M).

R112 and R120 were mounted earlier and shown here for reference.
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Insert a 120k Ohm 1W resistor at R130 and R134 positions (board marked as 100k).

Insert a 150k Ohm 1W resistor at R128 and R133 positions (board marked as 100k).
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Insert 1k2 1W resistor at R111 and R137 positions (board marked as 2k).

Fit new output capacitors.
C108

C105
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View of the board so far. (Note – taken before RBD was re-sited)
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Making a coupler
As the relay is being removed from the input circuit, it is necessary to route the signals from the CD/DVD
RCA Jacks straight to the Volume control. This is best achieved using a coupler to link the 4 Pin socket XS1
to 3 Pin socket XS5, their mating plugs which are resident at the relay, should be carefully removed. These
can now be mated back to back to form a coupler, the centre Pins of XS1 going to the single centre Pin of
XS5. Notice the plugs have a plain side and a side with locking slots. All you have to ensure is that the
locking slot side of one mates with the smooth side of the other as shown.

After which a small piece
of tape or heat shrink
sleeve can be applied to
provide insulation.

Isolating the Relay and final Buffers
This is a very important task as the relay will now be required to switch signals which have a high voltage
applied to them, in effect steering the outputs of Q102b, Q103a, Q101a and Q104b Anodes (Plates) to the
final buffers Q101b and Q104a.
Q101b The Grid (Pin 7) is presently connected to its Anode (Pin 1) via a track which must be broken. The
author removed 8mm of the track that runs parallel to the rear edge of the board.
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Q104a This Grid (Pin 2) is presently connected to its Anode (Pin 6) via a link which must be removed.
One of the Authors worst fears! Yaqin have replaced this link with a track that runs under Q104 so there is no
other way than to remove the valve holder. Not an easy decision to make but managed by the Author with just
a solder sucker after re-wetting the joints with 60/40 lead/tin solder. He expected to lose some pads as these
boards do not seem to be of the same quality as the early ones. But thankfully no pads were lost. The Author
cut this track in two places to make sure there could be no contact with the centre spigot of the valve holder.
It does beg a question though – could this be achieved if the board was milled from centre towards Pin 4?

Removing the XS1 and XS5 plugs in a previous step has effectively isolated Pins 4, 8, 9 and 13 of the relay,
leaving Pins 6 and 11 to be dealt with.
However, from work previously done earlier, Pin 6 is already connected to the new resistor RAE and likewise,
Pin 11 is already connected to RBE.
Four linking wires now have to be installed to connect the valve electrodes as required, the links can be either
run across the print side of the board or if preferred on the component side but a hole will have to be drilled in
some cases. The Author used 22 SWG tinned copper wire with small bore sleeving.
Wire 1 – Q101 Pin 7 to relay contact number 4. If wiring above board, use XL5 Pin 3 and drill a hole in pad
(now isolated) at Q101 Pin 7.
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Wire 2 – Q104 Pin 2 to relay contact number 13. If wiring above board, use XL5 Pin 1 and drill hole close to
Pin 2 of Q104, avoiding the mounting pillar of Q104.

Wire 3 – Q101 Pin 1 to relay contact number 8. If wiring above board, use XL1 Pin 4L and drill hole in pad
of Q101 Pin 1 which also has R127 connected to it.

Wire 4 – Q104 Pin 6 to relay contact number 9. If wiring above board, use XL1 Pin 1R and because there is
no track on the board underside, the Author decided to wire directly onto the leg of R110. A little
unconventional but considered the best option bearing in mind that tracking is present on the other side.
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At the OUTPUT RCA Jacks, it is necessary to remove the two screws holding the resistor board in place so
that the 12k resistors R404 and R401 can be replaced with 56k 1W types. Also the 5k1 resistors R403 and
R402 are replaced with 27k 0.5W resistors. This removes some of the loading from the 12AU7 which
previously ran out of steam at the lower frequencies below 200Hz. The output impedance at the 0.25V RCA
jacks will have increased but the ratio of 0.7V and 0.25V retained.
You are almost there! All you need to do now is refit the board (Don’t forget the silver switch push buttons if
these have been removed), the LED plugs and transformer plug to the board not forgetting the 3 Black Ground
wires. Just another reminder, before you offer board to the chassis, ensure that the little insulating pad
is positioned on top of the heater regulator heat sink.
Check you have replaced the four fixing nuts and fibre washers around Q102 and Q103.
Board in place, now is the time to solder the EQ’s into circuit before reconnecting the interfacing plugs.
Although the following photograph shows the positions the author used for mounting the EQ networks, you
can choose to use alternative Ground points for them if you choose.
First to go in are the 200pF networks, the author soldered the capacitor ends to the points prepared earlier.
The left channel C116/RAF/RAG goes between the Ground Star that is connected to one end of C101 and
relay Pin 6 which can be accessed at the un-used C107 pad.
The Right channel C115/RBF/RBG goes between the centre Ground point of Q104 base and to relay Pin 11
which can be accessed at the un-used C109 pad.
Left Channel 8200pF network is soldered between Q102 Pin 7 and the centre Ground point of Q102 base.
Right Channel 8200pF network is soldered between Q103 Pin 2 and the centre Ground point of Q103 base.
One final thing you can add before replacing the bottom cover is to fit a 330k 1W resistor across C24. This
will act as a bleed resistor to provide a 3 minute discharge circuit for the high voltage.
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Finished and the bottom cover can be temporarily fitted with a couple of screws, well you don’t want to have
to remove all 19 again if you discover a problem!
TESTING: Just a reminder - valve Pins are numbered 1 to 9 clockwise looking from UNDERNEATH. If
you are looking INTO the socket where the valve actually goes, then you have to count the Pins in an anticlockwise direction, Pin 1 in this case being the first Pin after the gap.
It helps to do the measurements, if you make up some special leads for locating into the small holes of the
valve sockets.

If the unit has been powered up and you did not fit a bleed resistor, then verify that the HT rail is fully
discharged before carrying out the following tests. This can be verified using Pin 6 of Q101 and the
GROUND Terminal.
This can be discharged, as described earlier using a suitable resistor 100 Ohms to 1k Ohms. Connect it
between Pin 6 of Q101 and chassis Ground for approximately 20 seconds. Check with your Multimeter
switched to DC Volts that the capacitors are all but discharged.
The following tests are also condensed as a quick check list in a following table form, resistance tests are to
+/-5% tolerance.
HT Checks:
a) Connect the Multimeter between Q101 Pin 6 and Q101 Pin 1, to be 30k Ohms. (Checks R127)
b) Connect the Multimeter between Q101 Pin 6 and Q102 Pin 1, to be 167k Ohms. (Checks R130 and R126)
c) Connect the Multimeter between Q101 Pin 6 and Q102 Pin 6, to be 377k Ohms. (Checks R130 and R112)
d) Connect the Multimeter to Q104 Pin 1 and Q104 Pin 6, to be 30k Ohms. (Checks R110)
e) Connect the Multimeter to Q104 Pin 1 and Q103 Pin 6, to be 167k Ohms. (Checks R134 and R136)
f) Connect the Multimeter between Q104 Pin 1 and Q103 Pin 1, to be 377k Ohms. (Checks R120 and R136)
Signal input checks:
a) Connect the Multimeter between the L/H Phono Input and Q102 Pin 2, to be 1k Ohms. (Checks RAA)
b) Connect the Multimeter between the R/H Phono Input and Q103 Pin 7, to be 1k Ohms. (Checks RBA)
Ground Checks:
Connect the Multimeter between the rear panel GROUND terminal and the following points.
a) L/H Phono Input to be 47k Ohms. (Checks R113)
b) R/H Phono Input to be 47k Ohms. (Checks R115)
c) Q102 Pin 3 to be approximately 1k2 Ohms. (Checks R111)
d) Q102 Pin 7 to be approximately 1316k Ohms. (Checks R108 and RAB)
e) Q102 Pin 8 to be approximately 2k2 Ohms. (Checks RAD)
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f) Q101 Pin 8 to be approximately 150k Ohms. (Checks R128)
g) Q101 Pin 3 to be approximately 4k3k Ohms. (Checks R117)
h) Q101 Pin 2 to be approximately 45k (Volume at Max and dependent on quality of potentiometer) and
10 Ohms (Volume at Min), (Checks R129, RV1a and associated wiring)
i) Q104 Pin 3 to be approximately 150k Ohms. (Checks R133)
j) Q104 Pin 8 to be approximately 4k3k Ohms. (Checks R118)
k) Q104 Pin 7 to be approximately 45k (Volume at Max and dependent on quality of potentiometer) and
10 Ohms (Volume at Min), (Checks R101, RV1b and associated wiring)
l) Q103 Pin 8 to be approximately 1k2 Ohms. (Checks R137)
m) Q103 Pin 2 to be approximately 1316k Ohms. (Checks R116 and RBB)
n) Q103 Pin 3 to be approximately 2k2 Ohms. (Checks RBD)
Valve interconnects:
a) Q102 Pin 6 to Q101 Pin 7 to be approximately 180k Ohms. (Checks RAE and RIAA relay contacts 4 & 6)
b) Connect the Multimeter to Q104 Pin 2 and measure to Q103 Pin 1 to be approximately 180k Ohms.
(Checks RBE and RIAA relay contacts 11 & 13)
c) A resistance test between Q101 Pin 6 and Q104 Pin 1 should show a virtual short circuit and proves that
both halves of the valve are connected to the B+ (HT) line. It might be prudent at this point to do a quick
check between these two valve Pins and Ground to check that no short circuit exists.
Output Pad (Approximately -11dB):
a) Left Output 0.77V to 0.2V to be 56k Ohms.
b) Left Output 0.2V to Ground to be 27k Ohms.
c) Right Output 0.77V to 0.2V to be 56k Ohms.
d) Right Output 0.2V to Ground to be 27k Ohms.
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CHECK LIST IN TABLE FORM
Min Value
Max Value Actual Value
Test point (HT Checks)
a) Q101 Pin 6 to Q101 Pin 1
28.5k
31.5k
b) Q101 Pin 6 to Q102 Pin 1
158.6k
175.3k
c) Q101 Pin 6 to Q102 Pin 6
369.4k
384.5k
d) Q104 Pin 1 to Q104 Pin 6
28.5k
31.5k
e) Q104 Pin 1 to Q103 Pin 6
158.6k
175.3k
f) Q104 Pin 1 to Q103 Pin 1
369.4k
384.5k
Test point (Signal Input Checks)
a) LEFT Phono Input to Q102 Pin 2
950
1050
b) RIGHT Phono Input to Q103 Pin 7
950
1050
Test point (Ground Checks)
a) LEFT Phono Input to Ground
44.65k
49.35k
b) RIGHT Phono Input to Ground
44.65k
49.35k
c) Q102 Pin 3 to Ground
1.140k
1.260k
d) Q102 Pin 7 to Ground
1250.2k
1381.8k
e) Q102 Pin 8 to Ground
2.090k
2.310k
f) Q101 Pin 8 to Ground
142.5k
157.5k
g) Q101 Pin 3 to Ground
4.085k
4.515k
h) Q101 Pin 2 to Ground (Vol at Max)
* 38.8k
* 49.9k
Q101 Pin 2 to Ground (Vol at Min)
0 Ohms
10 Ohms
i) Q104 Pin 3 to Ground
142.5k
157.5k
j) Q104 Pin 8 to Ground
4.085k
4.515k
k) Q104 Pin 7 to Ground (Vol at Max)
* 38.8k
* 49.9k
Q104 Pin 7 to Ground (Vol at Min)
0 Ohms
10 Ohms
l) Q103 Pin 8 to Ground
1.140k
1.260k
m) Q103 Pin 2 to Ground
1250.2k
1381.8k
n) Q103 Pin 3 to Ground
2.090k
2.310k
Test point (Valve Interconnects)
a Q102 Pin 6 to Q101 Pin 7
171k
189k
b) Q103 Pin 1 to Q104 Pin 2
171k
189k
c) Q104 Pin 1 and Q101 Pin 6
0 Ohms
0.2 Ohms
Test point (Output Pad)
a) Left Output 0.77V to 0.2V
54.88k
57.12k
b) Left Output 0.2V to Ground
26.46k
27.54k
c) Right Output 0.77V to 0.2V
54.88k
57.12k
d) Right Output 0.2V to Ground
26.46k
27.54k
*Varies due to quality of potentiometer.
AS WITH ALL WORK CARRIED OUT ON CLASS 1 EQUIPMENT, CARRY OUT AN
INSTRUMENT PAT TEST OR EQUIVALENT ON THE POWER CONNECTOR. CHECK FOR A
GOOD ALL ROUND EARTH BOND NOT GREATER THAN 100 milli-Ohms AND INSULATION
NOT LESS THAN 100Meg Ohms AT 500V
It is suggested that the bottom cover is not fully secured until operation of the Relay, CD/DVD preamp circuit
and the RIAA responses have been confirmed. If all tests are OK then you can fully fit the bottom cover into
place.
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B

VERY IMPORTANT!
If the supplied Yaqin power cable has a plug with a sleeved Earth Pin, or a fuse that is not clearly seen, it is
unsafe and illegal, cut it up and dispose of it. This really is a fire starter as it contains no fuse at all; the wire
colours do not comply with UK legislation and worse still, the Live and Neutral connections have been found
reversed inside the Plug. The wire thickness is about 3 Amp, without the fuse think what a UK 30 Amp ring
main will do to this!

DO NOT
USE!
Fit a new IEC cable and Plug, fused at 3 Amps though 5 will be acceptable.

And that’s it apart from a good session with your favourite vinyl to discover the magic
that is now there!

Just to repeat the earlier warning – due to the new circuit switching
High Voltages YOU MUST turn down the main amplifier volume
control prior to pressing the RIAA or CD/DVD push buttons.

Happy Listening…. Lez at ntlworld dot com
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Putting ‘LIFE’ into the Yaqin MS-12B
The author had one MS12 for repair that had a burnt out low voltage bridge rectifier which unfortunately took
out one of the primary windings of the power transformer. The cause of the rectifier failure is unknown but
the main task in hand was finding a low cost transformer replacement. There was one on eBay, a 30W Zer0Zone R Core transformer with suitable outputs of 220V and 14V. Cost just £25!
Because the transformer LT winding only gives 14V,
whereas the original was 17V, it follows that R40
needs to be reduced. Yes that loss of 3V really makes
a difference. Reducing R40 to 2R7 Ohms brings back
the required minimum 2.5V differential between the
regulators input and its output.

These are the wiring codes of the original and the new. If you cut and join the wires, with good quality heat
shrink sleeving, you should be OK for wiring it up correctly. The original Yellow wires from the connector
Pins 1 & 2 go to the new transformer Green wires. The original White wires from the connector Pins 3 & 4 go
to the new transformer Yellow wires. Two of the original fixing holes can be used, two others easily made
with a 3.3mm drill.
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